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I have no memory of ever knowing, yet
alone memorizing, the side-length ratios of
30 − 60 − 90 and 45 − 90 − 45 triangles as
a student back in my school days in
Australia.

appearances in surprising places every now
and then. But really, it is only ever every
now and then. (Try to find a surprising
application of 30 − 60 − 90 or
45 − 90 − 45 triangles on the internet.) The
bulk of the text book questions I was meant
to administer were unenlightened drill
questions. Beauty was obscured by tedium.
[Aside: Please don’t try to guess which
school I first worked at in teaching
geometry. I had a strange and spotty start to
my high-school teaching career. ]

And I know my memory is not failing me
when I say that as an undergraduate, a PhD
student, a research mathematician, and as a
university professor I never had the sidelength ratios of these triangles in my head.
(And I never had the need for them in my
work.)
It wasn’t until I became a high-school
teacher and was assigned to teach geometry
that I was forced to notice these triangles.
And not only notice them, but to give them a
sense of importance and focus for reasons I
didn’t understand. I was dumbfounded to
see an entire textbook chapter devoted to the
topic of these two triangles, replete with
overwhelming lists of exercises and
challenges for students to grind through
making use of their special ratios over and
over again. I couldn’t help thinking …
Why? For what end?
Don’t get me wrong, these special triangles
are things of beauty and I have no trouble
taking time to mull on the aesthetics of
beautiful things. And don’t get me wrong, it
is possible that these triangles make

When I asked colleagues and math
administrators their thoughts on why the
focus on 30 − 60 − 90 and 45 − 90 − 45
triangles the answers were uniform:
Students will need to know them later on.
They’ll need them for computing the sine
and cosine of the angles 30o , 45o and 60o .
Hmm. Firstly, my response to a “they will
need to know it later” comment is always
“then don’t do it now, do it later!” I
vehemently object to presenting
mathematics to students if there is no
context for it in the story of the mathematics
they are experiencing.
Secondly, and putting my snarkiness aside, I
nonetheless found it curious that a reference
to trigonometry was the only reason I was
offered for placing a strong focus on these
triangles in the geometry curriculum.
However, I was required to continue
teaching special triangles in geometry,
regardless of my thoughts.

So I taught these triangles in the context of
beauty and clever thinking and insight, that
is, in the context of joyful and true
mathematics.
Stare at a 30 − 60 − 90 triangle. Do you
see it is half of something very, very nice?

Everything falls into place via common
sense if you spot half an equilateral triangle!
Query: Is the converse true? If a right
triangle has hypotenuse double the length of
one of its sides, must the angles in that
triangle be 30o , 60o , and 90o ?
(Does drawing a quick sketch make the
answer to this question obvious?)

So what’s a 45 − 90 − 45 triangle half of?

It’s half an equilateral triangle:

It’s half a square.
An insight like this allows us to follow
through with some, well, insightful thinking!
What can you say then about some of the
side- lengths of the triangle, if anything?
If the base of the 30 − 60 − 90 is q , then
the equilateral triangle has side-length 2q .
So we see that one side of the special
triangle is double the length of the other.

A quick application of the Pythagorean
theorem shows that if the two legs of this
isosceles right triangle have length q , then
the hypotenuse (the diagonal of the square)
has length

q 2 + q 2 = 2q .

Query: Is the converse true? Must a right
isosceles triangle possess angles 45o , 45o ,
and 90o ?
Query: Look at the decimal expansion of
the number e . Do you see a special right
triangle? (Is 1828 a historic year?)
Query: Are there any other “half shapes”
worth considering for the fun of it?

Actually, we can go further if we want. A
quick application of the Pythagorean
theorem gives x =

4q 2 − q 2 = 3q .
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If I had my complete druthers teaching a
geometry course I would leave matters here
and never make special mention of these
triangles again. (And certainly never
comment on the ratios of their sides.)
BUT ... my students and I would nonetheless
be on the constant look out for interesting
shapes and half shapes!
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Query: Draw some diagonal lines
connecting pairs of vertices of a regular
hexagon. Can you create an equilateral
triangle? A half equilateral triangle?
If the side-length of the regular hexagon is
s , what is the width of the hexagon in terms
of s ? (And if you find the term “width”
ambiguous, answer this question for every
possible interpretation of the word!)
Query: What is the area of the triangle that
connects the points (1, 0, 0 ) , ( 0,1, 0 ) and

( 0, 0,1)

in three-dimensional space?

And when it comes to trigonometry…
The “sine of an angle x ,” historically, is the
height of a star observed at an angle of
elevation x degrees from the horizon.
That’s it!
Trigonometry arose from the study of
“circle-ometry” in which Indian astronomers
of ancient times were attempting to
understand, describe, and predict the motion
of celestial bodies, in particular, the motion
of the Sun rising in the east and settling in
the west. To develop the mathematics they
began with simplifying assumption that the
Sun moves on a circular orbit with a radius
of one (big!) unit.
The Sun at angle of elevation 90o is directly

In my teaching, I introduce the topic of
trigonometry through its historical origins –
as a theory of “circle-ometry” first. The sine
of an angle is simply the height of the Sun
observed at that angle of elevation from the
horizon. (Easy!) Later we come to realize
that there is value to focusing on just the
right triangles we keep drawing under those
circles.
See chapters 5 and 6 of:
THINKING MATHEMATICS! Vol 3
Lines, Circles, Trigonometry and
Conics
(available at www.lulu.com) to see my
approach of teaching trigonometry through
the study of circle-ometry.

(

)

What is sin 150o ?
At an angle of elevation of 150o the Sun has
already passed overhead and is behind me,
close to setting in the west.

( )

overhead and so its height is sin 90o = 1 .
o

At an angle of elevation 0 the Sun is just
rising from the eastern horizon and has zero
height: sin 0o = 0 . Similarly,

( )

sin (180o ) = 0 as the Sun at this angle is
just setting on the western horizon.
Comment: It is because of astronomy that
we have settled on measuring angles in a
coordinate plane from the positive x -axis in
a counter-clockwise direction. Also, we
number the four quadrants of the plane in
the strange order we do simply to follow the
motion of the Sun!
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Now use common sense. Do you see half of
anything interesting?
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We have half an equilateral triangle

Comment: I will never speak of “auxiliary
angles” and the like. Why clutter the mind
with unnecessary jargon? Doesn’t common
sense just naturally lead you to notice the
angles of 30o and 45o , for instance, in the
previous two examples?
Query: To what extent is it necessary for
students to memorize that the side-lengths of
a 30 − 60 − 90 triangle come in a

q − 2q − 3q ratio? It is not necessary

(

)

and so sin 150o =

mathematically. But is there pedagogical
merit to having students know this ratio and
to practice implementing it? (Is my
snarkiness getting in the way of me seeing
something?)

1
.
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What is sine of 225o ? Here the Sun has
already set in the west and has kept moving
along its circular route an additional 45o
from the 180o . (Does it seem reasonable to
assume that the Sun keeps moving along a
similar path on the other side of the planet
during our night?)

An Interesting Challenge:
It is possible to draw a 45 − 90 − 45
triangle on graph paper so that each vertex
lies at an intersection point of the grid lines.
Can the same be done for a 30 − 60 − 90
triangle? (Sides of the triangle need not
align with the grid lines.)
Aside: Can you draw a 45 − 90 − 45
triangle with none of its sides parallel to the
grid lines?
This challenge is discussed in this month’s
Cool Math Essay.
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Staring at this picture we come to realize
that we have a right isosceles triangle with
hypotenuse 1 . A quick application of the
Pythagorean theorem gives x =

1

. As the

2

Sun is currently underground (from our
perspective) it has become customary to
deem this as negative height. So
sin 225o = the height of the Sun at an

(

)

angle of “elevation” of 225o = −

1

.

2
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